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ABSTRACT
This report presents data describing certain phenomena observed
from the photo/optical instrumentation of the SA-204/LM-1. This data
includes a review of optical coverage and a time history of the sequence
of events from vehicle first motion through ignition of the S-IVB J-2
engine. Data describing the operation of the umbilical swing arms, the
vehicle vertical motion, growth and decay of the retro- rocket exhaust
pattern, and the S -IB lateral motion during lift-off are also included.
The vehicle performance from ignition to loss of view (LOV ) was as
predicted. The overall camera coverage was excellent. ,Approximately
93 percent of the cameras produced technically usable film,
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This document was prepared by the Structures and Mechanics
Engineering Department, Chrysler Corporation Space Division, Hunts-
ville Operations, under authority of Contract NAS8-4016, MSF'C-1,
Amendment 38.
Acknowledgement is given to the Data Reduction ,Branch of the
Computation Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center, for their aid
and assistance. Additional information and/or comments should be
directed to Mr. L. F. Dennis or Mr. W. L. Cardwell, Chrysler
Corporation Space Division, Huntsville, Alabama (telephone 842-2519).
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ASECTION I. INTRODUCTION
The uprated Saturn IB vehicle SA-204/LM-1 was launched from
Vertical Launch Complex 371 on January 22, 1968 at 5:48 P. M. EST.
The engineering photo coverage of this launch was excellent.
The engineering photo coverage provided by ninety-six cameras
is generally divided into three major categories-, eighty-three fixed
cameras provide coverage during pre-launch operations and lift-off
through the first three vehicle lengths of flight; twelve ground based
tracking cameras provided coverage of the vehicle from first acquisition
to loss of view or film depletion; and one airborne tracking camera pro-
vided coverage of the vehicle through S-IB/S-IVB separation or loss of
view.
A timed history of events was established from the photo/optical
data, The accuracy of the times quoted in this report were affected by
three factors: the camera frame rate; the coded range timing recorded
on the edge of the film; and the time to frame reference, marked at the
beginning of each roll of film.
All times listed in this report are referenced to range zero which
is the nearest whole second preceding vehicle lift-off. Range zero for
SA-204/LM-1 was 2248 hours plus 08. 000 secorels, Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) or 1748 hours plus 08. 000 seconds Eastern Standard Time
(EST): A general statement of times obtained from the engineering
photographic data is as follows-,
Event	 Range Time (sec)
First Motion	 0. 17
Tower Clearance
	
7.27
Inboard Engine Cutoff Signal	 139.10
Outboard Engine Cutoff Signal 	 142,16
Ullage Rocket Ignition	 143.33
RetroRocket Ignition	 143.62
J-2'Engine Fuel Lead Start	 146.42
J-2 Engine Engine Ignition
	
146.91
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SECTION 11. PRE-LAUNCH EVENTS
0	 A. S- TB LOX VENTS
Three cameras were programmed to cover the vent valves
and venting of the S-T	 OX Tanks. Vent start and stop times were
observed. All cameras operated as programmed with excello,,t cover-
age of the venting action. No malfunctions were observed,
B. S-IVB LOX VENT
One camera was programmed to cover the action of the S-1VB
LOX vent valve and venting action. The camera focus was poor, how-
ever, venting action was noted. This camera does not cover the vehicle
through lift-off as was required. Th6 camera ran continuously during
the hold periods and the film supply was exhausted approximately four
hours prior to launch. No malfunctions were observed.
C. LOX VAPOR OBSERVATION
Three cameras were programmed to cover any vapor ob-
struction between the SVM2 theodolite and the ST124 guidance window.
These cameras operated as programmed and no obstructions were
observed.
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SECTION III, PERFORMANCE OF THE PHOTO SYSTEM
Ninety-sip: engiiieerhig caroms were progy rammed to cover this
launch. A number/percentage breakdown of camera performance
follows,-
Number of
Cameras	 Percent	 Comments
	2 	 Z. I	 Cameras did not operate
	
4	 4,2	 Cameras were out of focus and
data wore not usable
	
1	 1.0	 Camora produced no timing on
film
	
89	 92. 7	 Cameras produced technically
usable film'
This does not mean that data were obtained from all of these cameras;
however, the camera set up and operation was as programmed. Twenty-
six of these cameras were surveillance, malfunction and/or special test
cameras and the film from these cameras was not processed.
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SECTION IV, DATA RXDUCTION ANALYSIS 13Y SYSTE,1NI
A. VEHICLE FIRST MOTION
Two cameras were programmed to record vehicle first cwi-
thiuous motion. Both of the cameras produced usable film- huwevor,
the field of view was about 80 percent obscured by frost, ice, and six-iukc
during the time first motion occurred. First motion was roforenced to
the first continuous motion of the targets (A) painted on the vehicle with
reference to the fixed point (B) mounted on hulddown arms 11-III and
IV-1 (Figure 1). First motion was obtained from two other holddown,
arms as a furthor cher". of the data. 'The fin on the vt-,hiele was used
as the reference and a bolt head on the holddown arn-i as the fixed re-
ference (Figure 2). These times m.atchod within six milliseconds
(Figures 3 and 4),
Event	 Time (GMT)	 Range Time (sec)
Vehicle First Motion	 2248 hours + 08. 170	 0. 170
I	 (+ 0.01) seconds
13. VEHICLE VERTICAL MOTION
One camera (35rtim Mitchell) was programmed to record
vehicle vertical motion for. the first three to five meters of flight. The
power plug to this camera fellfrom, its socket and the camera produced
about seventy feet of usable film; the cam(..ra was oriented too high; and
some of the targets were obscured by frost and ice. These three factors
limited the coverage to 0, 6 meters of flight from which the trend of
vertical motion and vertical velocity was established, A reference
scheme of markers on the vehicle (A) and a fixed target on umbilical
tower (B) were used to acquire the necessary data for the 0. 6 meters
of vertical motion and velocity (Figures 5, 6, and 7).
C. VEHICLE LATERAL MOTION AND TOWER CLEARANCE
One camera was programmed to observe any gross lateral
motion of the vehicle and to record tower clearince time. This camera
operated as programmed and usable data were obtained. No unusual
lateral motion of the vehicle was observed (Figures 8 and 9).
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Rang*e Time (see)
0.-1b8
0. 172
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0.185
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0. 190
D. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
1. Holddown Arms
Eight cameras were programmed to cover the release of
the eight holddown arms. The releases of all eight arms were tinned
and plotted (Figures 10 through 17). On two arms (II and IV-1), part of
the holddown shoe was observed to remain with the vehicle after re-
lease (Figure 18). Also, it was noted that two of the vehicle support
struts moved laterally just prior to the r^lease of the holddown arms on
which the struts were sitting (Figures 19 and 20 ). These observations
were reported to the associated groun1d support equipment office at
Kennedy Space Center.
The release times of the arms are as follows:
Time (GMT)
2248 hours + 8. 163
(4. 0. 01 0)
 seconds
2248 hours + 8. 172
(+ 0. 010) seconds
2248 hours + 8. 174
(+ 0. 010) seconds
L248 hours + 8. 183
(+ 0. 010) seconds
248 hours + 8. 189
(+ 0. 010) seconds
2_248 hours + 8. 189
(+_0.010) seconds
2248 hours + 8. 190
(+ 0. 010) seconds
2_248 hours + 8. 190
(+ 0. 010) seconds
HDA
IV
II
III
1-II
IV_I
III-IV
2. Short Cable Masts
Two cameras were programmed to cover the release
and retraction of these masts. Both cameras produced technically usable
film; however, the field of view was obscured by frost and ice during the
time of release and retraction and the retraction of the masts was ob-
tained from another source. The flame deflector cover of mast II fails
5
#
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to close until forced closed by the flame of the vehicle (Figure '07 1). The
release times of the two masts are presented below:
Mast
Short Cable Mast I
Short Cable Mast II
Time (GMT)
2248 hours + 8. 351
(+ 0. 010) seconds
2_248 hours + 8. 380
(+ 0. 010)' seconds
RangeTii-ne (sec)
0. 35
0,38
3. LOX and Fuel rill and Drain Mascs
I
Two cameras were programmed to cover the release and
retraction of the LOX and the fuel fill, and drain masts. The release
time of the LOX mast was not obtained because there was no timing on
the film. The release time of the fuel mast was not obtained due to ice
and frost in the field of view at the time of disconnect.
4. Swing Arms
Sixteen cameras were programmed to cover the release
and retraction of the four swing arms. Eight were used to observe d i s-
connect (Figure 22); four were used to obtain swing arm/vehicle clear-
ance and four to obtain swing arm retraction rates (Figures 23 and 24).
The cameras produced technic-ally usable data with the following eX-
ceptions; one camera was out of focus and the time of the release could
not be determined; one camera had a timing dropout after nine seconds;
however, a time extrapolation produced the retraction rate; the cover
panel at swing arm three connect point struck the swing arm head after
release (Figure 25); the cover panel at swing -arm one was observed not
to close completely (Figure 26); the retraction rate of swing arm one
was not obtained due to ice and frost inthe field of view and on the quartz
window. The release of each arm was referenced to the first frame of
data showing continuous motion of the umbilical head. Figures 27
through 32 depict `&-he angular displacement and velocity of swing arms
two, three, and four.
5. Flame Impingement and Blast Damage to Launch Table
One camera was programmed to observe the damage to
the launch pedestal caused by the flame and 'blast impingement. The
6
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camera operated as programmed. Some items of interest noted on the
filrn were the newly installed S-IB base region pressure transducers,
the delayed closing of the flame deflector on the short cable mast, and
the, tearing loose of one hose on the pedestal (Figure 33).
E. VEHICLE STRUCTURAL SURVEILLA.NCE
1. Entire Vehicle
Two cameras were programmed to observe the entire
vehicle during launch. These cameras operated as programined and no
inalfunctions were observed.
2. S-IB Stage
Two cameras were programmed to observe the S-IB stage
during thrust build 'up and lift-off. These cameras operated as pro-
grammed and no malfunctions were observed.,'
3. Top of Launch Pedestal
Two cameras were programmed to observe the bottom
one quarter of the S-IB and the launch table during thrust build up and
lift-off. These cameras operated as programmed and no malfunctions
were observed.
4. S-IVB Stage
Three cameras were programmed to observe the S-IB/
S-IVB innerstage and the S-IVB stage. The film from one camera was
unusable due top oor focus. The other two cameras operated as pro-
grarnmed. No malfunctions were observed and no timeable events were 	 fi
recorded. However, an excellent view of the excess frost and ice caused
by launch conditions (time, temperature, and dew point) is shown in
Figure 34.
5. Apollo Interface
Four cameras were programmed to observe the Apollo
system interface area during ignition and lift-off. One camera mal-
These four cameras (2 and 3) provide 360 0 coverage of the launch
pedestal.
7
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functioned and three cameras operated as programmed, No other mal-
functions were observed.
6. Entire Vehicle to Three Vehicle Lengths
Four cameras were programmed to provide 360 0 cover-
age of the vehicle during first three vehicle lengths of flight. One
camera malfunctioned and three cameras operated as programmed.
The field of view of one of the three' was obscured by smoke during the
entire film run. No other malfunctions were observed.
F. TRACKING CAMERAS
I. Entire Vehicle (Short Range)
Three cameras were programmed to follow the entire
vehtc'a'.e from lift-off throuzh loss of view. These cameras operated as
programmed and no malfunctions were observed. One camera records
three particles in the same field of view as the vehicle during early
flight (just prior to max Q). This type of particle has been observed
before and is presumed to be ice.
2. S-1B Stage (Medium Range)
Three cameras were programmed to follow the S-IB
stage until the entire vehicle comes into view and then track until loss
of view. Some sta gin g events were timed and no malfunctions were
observed (Figure 35).
3. Apollo Interface (Medium Range)
Two cameras were programmed to cover the Apollo inter-
face area from lift-off through loss of view. No malfunctions were ob-
served.
4. Entire Vehicle (Long Range)
Four tracking cameras (IGOR and ROTI) located north
and south of the flight line were programmed to cover the vehicle from
first acquisition (about 25 sec) through film depletion. These cameras
operated as programmed and no malfunctions were observed. The
8
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Aseparation sequence was timed from each camera and the times cur-
related (Figures 36 and 37). One of those cameras was linked with the
real time television network,
5. Entire Vehicle (Long Range; Airborne)
One tracking camera was mounted on the ARIA I aircraft.
This camera was programmed to track the vehicle from launch plus
twenty seconds through film depletidn. The camera operated as pro-
grammed and the separation sequence wAs timed, No malfunctions were
observed. The engine cutoff sequence, both inboard engine cutoff (JECO)
and outboard engine cutoff (OECD) anti S-IB/S-IVB separation events
were timed and are presented below:
Eve nt	 Time (GMT)	 Range Time (sec)
IECO Signal 2250 hours + 27. 101 139.10
(± 0. 03) seconds
Flare
	 Start 2250 hours + 28. 200 140.20
(+ 0. 03) seconds
Flare
	 End 22 50  hours + 28. 687 140.69
(+ 0. 03) seconds
OECO Signal 2250 hours + 30. 160 142.16
(+ 0. 03) seconds
Ullage Rocket ignition 2250 hours + 31. 234 143: 33
(+ 0, 03)seconds
RetroRocket Start 2_250 hours + 31. 622 143.62
(+ 0. 03) seconds
RetroRocket End 22 50  hours + 33. 305 145.31
(+ 0.03)seconds
J-2 Engine Fuel Lead 2_250 hours + 34. 420 146.42
Start (+ 0. 03) seconds
J-2 Engine Ignition 2_250 hours + 34. 913 146.91
(+ 0.03)seconds
9
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ASECTION V. PRE- LAUNCH MALr UNCTION/SUR VE ILLANCE AND
SPECIAL TEST CAMERAS
A, MALFUNCTION/SURVEILLANCE
The films obtained from the twenty-two pre-launch malfunction/
surveillance cameras is generally not processed unless a special problem
area occurs, No anomalies have been found to date and the film will be
retained at IKSC. All of these cameras indicated a full run of the film
loaded.
B. SPECIAL TEST
In an effort to provide bette
.
r data for future flights, four
cameras were loaded with a new type of Extended Range (ER) film to
determine whether or not it is better suited for specific jobs than film
presently being usrd. The results of these tests will be made available
after analysis by Kennedy Space Center Photographic Operations.
I
SECTION VI. CONCLUSIONS
0
A
The engineering sequential camera coverage for the flight of
SA-204/LM-1 was the best coverage that has been observed on the
Saturn IB program. The 92. 7 percent technically usable film is the
most reliable system performance that has been produced during the
Saturn program.
Overall film delivery was good. All film to be delivered j)a tef-1
and L+4 days was received. All except six rolls of film to be delivered.
on L+7 days was received; the six rolls of film were received from four
to twelve days late.	 I
No major anomalies were observed during the launch, however,
data were lost from five cameras due to the excessive , frost and ice
that had accumulated on the vehicle prior to launch. This is attributed
to the low winds, dew point, and low radiation level at the time of
launch.
Mr
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FIGURE 27. SWING ARM #2 DISPLACEMENT
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FIGURE 28. SWING ARM #2 ANGULAR VELOCITY
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FIGURE 30. SWING ARM #3 ANGULAR VELOCITY
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FIGURE 31, SWING ARM #4 DISPLACEMENT
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APPENDIX B. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF SA-204/LM-1 ESCC FLIGHT
,,FILM
Each item of coverage obtained by photo/optical instrumentation
was reviewed. The available data provided sufficient coverage and was
of excellent quality.
The review included a quality assessment of each item. The
primary factors assessed were orientation, focus, and exposure. Each
camera was assigned an object (vehicle, GSE, swing arm, etc. ) and
from this assignment the required orientation was determined. In most
cases the format and orientation (as specified in the Program Support
Requirements Document) was designed for maximurn use of the entire
field of view by covering other areas of interest in addition to the pri-
mary object. Comments on desired camera orientation versus actual
camera orientation are included. All camera frame rates are in frai-nes
per second,
Each camera is also programmed to obtain coverage for a specified
duration of time during the launch sequence, The required coverage by
some of the cameras located near the vehicle were partially obscured
by smoke, flame, and/or falling ice. This coverage can only be com-
pared with the results of previous tests; and if feasible, relocation of
cameras is considered. It is noted that much of the smoke, frost and
ice interference , is a function of launch weather conditions and cannot be
corrected by camera relocation. Optimum location of cameras is also
hindered by physical limitations of the supporting facilities.
In those cases of camera malfunctions and other anoi-iialies, re-
medial action has been initiated by coordination between Chrysler
Corporation Space Division, Marshall Space Flight Center, and Kennedy
Space Center.
A detailed item assessment of each camera programmed for this
launch is presented.
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